UC San Diego is an academic powerhouse and economic engine, recognized as one of the top 10 public universities by U.S. News and World Report.

The campus is ideally located near the Pacific Ocean and is near the U.S.-Mexico border. The diverse student population is drawn from the best and brightest world-wide.

Take courses in: Anthropology, communication, physics, engineering, psychology, economics, biology, sociology, visual arts and more.

Find your field of study.

Travel. Learn. Live.

Begin your adventure next year at UC San Diego!
Get to know UCSD

Explore UC San Diego through sporting events, theatre, art tours, aquarium visits and recreation programs. Feast your eyes on our seaside view, or head to the beach and catch a wave!

UCSD's high academic rankings reflect its excellence in education and research. Students have the opportunity to work closely with brilliant faculty, interact with top students, and pursue endless opportunities for personal and intellectual development.

Take a Virtual Tour of UCSD

Explore UC San Diego Campus Life

Watch the UCSD YouTube channel

Discover Quick Facts about UCSD

Check out Campus Fun 101

"Be brave and start by taking the first step. The staff and teachers are really kind and willing to help; it will give you the opportunity to have a different life as an exchange student."

Read more >>

-- Yunping Chen, UCSD Reciprocity Student from Fudan University

Reciprocity students Nathan, Alex, and Michael heading home at sunset on Black's Beach, just West of the UC San Diego campus.

UCSD Gateway to Your Future